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INTRODUCTION

Ibrox and Kinston neighbourhood located in the middle part of the River Clyde with a large area of the urban context. Glasgow's shrinking 
brought this industrial neighbourhood deep scars and left this area with poor public green spaces and excessive vacant lands.

Suffering a lot from shrinkage, residents in Ibrox and Kingston neighbourhood have to struggle with the poor living conditions. 

Therefore, this project aims to effectively and quickly activate the communities in this neighbourhood with participatory structure, eco-
friendly design, and sustainable development.



SITE READING

Currently, there are 2 parks in this area, but they can’t service all residential areas. People living without available parks may have health problems and are eager to have 
open spaces for social activities. 
 
To guarantee residents' outdoor activities, I will choose two more sites for greening development. Site 1 is based on a half-abandoned industrial area, while site 2 is 
currently a weedy vacant land. These two new parks will help regenerate the vitality of society, economy and ecology in the future.

Recalibration



Zooming into the site, we planned to focus on. Currently, 
there are 2 parks in this area, but they can’t service all 
residential areas. People living without available parks may 
have health problems and are eager to have open spaces for 
social activities. 
 
To guarantee residents' outdoor activities, I will choose two 
more sites for greening development. Site 1 is based on a half-
abandoned industrial area, while site 2 is currently a weedy 
vacant land. These two new parks will help regenerate the 
vitality of society, economy and ecology in the future.

According to the historical changes, this area was once filled 
with industrial buildings around the 1900s, with only one 
public green space for people to use. After the 1900s, the 
shrinkage occurred. More vacant land appeared, but there 
were still insufficient green spaces for residents. Nowadays, 
this problem still exists. 
 
Currently, there are a large proportion of private garden and 
street green space in this area but no public parks. Trees and 
shrubs good for urban wildlife's shelter, and food resource 
seem inadequate. Therefore, the amount of urban wildlife is 
fewer.  
 
The socio-economic situation is poor here. Most residents live 
with severe deprivation, and some of them are suffered from 
health problem.  

Site information



Lacking green spaces has resulted in severe ecological as well as socio-economic problems. Public transportation and domestic consumption resulted in Greenhouse gases while 
industrial activities brought the site more contamination. With lacking green space to purify the air and remediate the soil, the climate and environment gradually damage the 
health of both human and more than human.

Economic vitality was also weakened by the shrinkage. When people realised the importance of the urban environment, the council was not able to obtain enough economic 
investment to improve the living condition. Therefore, social problems came after the worse living environment. The neighbourhood became fragile with decreasing population, 
increasing social problems (like mental health problem, food poverty and pandemics), and a weaker connection between human and more than human. 

STRATEGY

Problem statement



To solve these difficult problems remaining for over 100 years, the neighbourhood should have sufficient public green spaces for humans and more than humans. Firstly the contaminated soil 
must be remediated. More trees and shrubs should be planted because the roots can absorb the pollutant elements and transform them into nutrition. The roots can also stabilize the soil and 
fertilize the soil. An urban forest can also effectively absorb carbon dioxide and nitrogen dioxide, improving the air condition. 
 
Then we use urban agriculture as another proper strategy to activate the area. Usually, urban agriculture can be employed on vacant and derelict land. Residents can also be encouraged to 
participate in horticulture activities. Urban agriculture with ecological irrigation and cultivation can effectively transform vacant land into an active open green space. Urban agriculture can also 
activate economic activities with markets, bars and kitchens, providing more chances for people to do social activities. Besides, crops and fruits are also healthy food resource for urban wildlife. 
 
 
After decades of development, the communities will be activated and connected by the two eco-agricultural parks. In the future, we expect that more trees and agricultural boxes will be 
planted in streets and private gardens. A cycling route, ecological network and food supplement network is expected to be formed in the next 50 years.

"From veg box to edible communities"

Deisgn element



DYNAMIC SYSTEM

The landscape development is a dynamic process. Therefore, in this chapter I developed a series of master plan and park 
development to explain how the landscape will change in this area.

Master plan (2021-2070)



Master plan (2021-2070) Design analysis (2021-2070)

Stage1 Stage2



Currently, The site is a half-abandoned industrial area with waste and garbage left on the ground. To improve the 
environment and living condition, we need to transform this site into a common good. 

 
In the first 1-2years, we will firstly demolish temporary industrial buildings and clean the waste and garbage. Then 

we encourage volunteers to plant more trees to remediate the soil. 
 

In the next 5 years, the trees are grown up, but the soil is still under remediation. People can initially walk or jog 
in this green space and enjoy the fresh air. Then we introduce urban agriculture to this site with some movable 

veg boxes. These veg boxes can be set in the area easily and more residents are encouraged to participate in the 
horticulture. The veg boxes can be grouped and become different social space for people to do activities. 

 
10 years later, more people will be engaged in green space. The soil will also be remediated. The duration of 

wooden veg boxes may not be strong enough and we will move vegetables to embedded planters, which are made 
from the metal waste once left in this area. Some old veg boxes will be smashed and transformed into organic 

fertilizer.
 

30 years later, some commercial buildings related to food can be built for more economic activities. After several 
years’ development, the vitality in this area is improved and more socio-economic activities are required. Markets, 

kitchens and bars will be built alongside the cycling path.

Design analysis (2021-2070) Dynamic landscape in Fairly Park

Stage3 Stage4

https://youtu.be/kdf8mccpHlo



Currently, this site is a weedy vacant land, exposing to the traffic. The carbon dioxide and nitrogen dioxide produced 
by traffic and domestic consumption will result in a worse climate and environment. Therefore, more vegetation 

is necessary. Though the blighted vacant land seldom attracts visitors, it can be a good place for urban wildlife. To 
improve the current situation, we need to both enhance the attraction and the ecological environment in this area. 

 
In the first1-2 years, more trees will be planted and the ecological environment will be improved. Shrubs and grass 

will also be planted to enhance bio-diversity. 
 

In next 5 years, the environment will be improved and more animals and residents would like to visit this area. Then 
we will introduce urban agriculture with movable veg boxes into this area and provide residents more opportunities 

to do different activities. 
 

After 10 years, the movable veg boxes will be replaced by embedded planters and an educational centre will be 
built to help more residents get engaged in neighbourhood improvement and learn more knowledge about urban 

agriculture. 
 

After 30 years, Woodville park will be transformed into an eco-edible park. Residents and urban wildlife will both 
enjoy the area. residents can do different activities here while urban wildlife can get shelters and healthy food here.

DETAILED DESIGN

Dynamic landscape in Woodville Park

https://youtu.be/kitZHWmVMt4



The wooden veg box is designed for temporary use. the 1.2m*1.2m box will be grouped into different spaces for people to fo do activities. Vegetables like carrot, reddish or 
some herbs can be planted in the box.

Movable veg box design



The metal veg box is designed for permanent use. The 1.2m*1.2m box will be made from existing metal waste. The recycled steel panels and PVC pipes are good material for 
building this veg box.

In the future, we may choose advanced cultivation instead of traditional planters. The aeroponic veg box can effectively produce more quantity of vegetables with less space 
use. The aeroponic veg box can be set in a public space and a private courtyard. 

Embedded veg box design Advanced veg box design



Slot drain will be used on hard paving. The rainwater will be collected and filtered by the slot drain. Then the water will be 
transported to an underground water tank by perforated pipes. An outdoor tap will be connected to the water tank and the 
water will be pumped up for irrigation.

Drainage and irrigation on hard paving



A bio-swale will be used in the soft landscape. The rainwater will be collected and filtered by 
the permeable layers. Then the water will be transported to an underground water tank by 
perforated pipes. An outdoor tap will be connected to the water tank and the water will be 
pumped up for irrigation.

Some trees and shrubs good for urban wildlife are suggested. Rowan, ash, birch and European pine 
can provide food for birds and mammals like squirrels. Shrubs and hedges can provide shelters for 

some small animals.

Drainage and irrigation on soft landscape



A-A Section of Fairy Park B-B Section of WoodenvillePark



Some shelter made from the rest planks of the wooden veg box can ensure small birds and 
mammals a safe place to stay.

A-A Section of Fairy Park



SITE VISIT

B-B Section of WoodenvillePark



Movable veg box in Fairly Park (2025) Orchard in Woodville Park (2025)



Embedded box in Woodville Park (2045) Aeroponic box in Fairly Park (2070)


